
    MODEL TEST PAPER 
 
SUB: SOCIAL SCIENCE    MAX. MARKS: 100 
TIME: 3 HOURS 
 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: - 
All the questions are compulsory. 
No overall choice. However, internal choice is provided between 
some questions. 
Questions 1 to 13 carry 2 marks. 
Questions 14 to 19 carry 4 marks each. 
Questions 20 to 26 carry 6 marks each. 
The map should be securely tied between the answer scripts. 
 
1. What is a Stupa? Where are Chortens found in India? 
2. Name any two heritage villages. 
3. Write down the first two stages of the resource planning. 
4. Represent ‘The net area under irrigation by different means’ in 

a pie chart. 
5. Define a) Wetlands   b) Ravines 
6. Name an ore of lead. Give any two uses of manganese ore. 
7. Which is the oldest oil producing state of India? Name any two 

oil refineries located in North-East India. 
8. “Non-conventional sources of energy have a bright future”. 

Support the above statement. 
9. Name any four Poverty Alleviation Programmes. 
10. How is price rise beneficial for our economy? 
11. Mention any two character sticks of the Fundamentalists. 
12. Expand: MCC, KNF. 
13. Name any two principles of the Panchsheel. 
14. “India’s unique climate and landscape support typical animal 

and plant life in each region” Justify this statement.   
     (OR)      
            Explain how various rivers are the connecting links 
between natural and cultural heritage. 

15. Give an account on the folk and martial dances of India. 
16. State the importance of forests. 
17. Describe the criterion based on which the World Bank (2000) 

classifies countries. 



18. Give any two positive aspects of the Indian development 
strategy prior to 1991.What was the purpose behind this 
strategy? 

19. Discuss the Constitutional Provisions for safeguarding the 
interests of the Minorities, Weaker sections and the backward 
classes. 

20. How is preservation of heritage a complex issue? Why should 
we preserve our heritage? 

21. Give an account of the Technological and Institutional reforms 
that have led to Green Revolution.      
     (OR)        
Write down the impact of Globalization on Indian Agriculture. 

22. On what basis are the industries classified? Write the 
contribution of the cotton textiles in creating employment. 

23. Discuss the various problems faced by the Road transport and 
Rail transport of India. 

24. Give an account of the different types of Unemployment’s. 
What is the relation between the population and employment? 

25. Discuss the six Consumer rights.                     
    (OR)         
Explain the various ways of Consumer Exploitation. 

26. Discuss in brief about:-                        
 a)Corruption       
 b) Gender equity 

a) On an outline map of India locate and label the following:  
i. Wardha valley coal field       
ii. Guwahati Software Technology park     
iii. The northern most railway station of India.    
 iv. Digboi Oil refinery        
 v. Area where coffee is grown     
 vi. Rourkela Iron and Steel plant     
 vii. City famous for Golden Temple     
 viii. City famous for Vishwanatha Temple     
 ix. The Ganga river         
 x. City famous for the toy train   


